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ALiCE (Adaptive and scaLable internet-based Computing Engine) is a Java-based grid 
computing middleware developed by the National University of Singapore. The 
Tembusu cluster is a 64-node Linux cluster of 1U-profile Dell server.  Each node of 
the cluster consists of two 1.4GHz Intel PIII CPUs with 1GB of memory. This forms a 
128CPU/64GB computing platform. Nodes are connected using Myrinet and Gigabit 
Ethernet networks.  
 
The ALiCE Runtime System includes a number of server processes that are pre-
started and running in the background. Users need not start these components while 
performing experiments.  

 
ALiCE System Running on Node# 

JavaSpaces Server Compute-0-22 
Resource Broker Compute-0-28 
Authentication Server Compute-0-28 
Task Farm Manager Compute-0-18 

 
 
The steps to execute ALiCE program are: 
 
1. Check the status of ALiCE runtime system.  
 

a. To check if JavaSpaces Server is running, the method involved is a 
workaround.  Login to compute-0-22 node and execute the following 
command: 

 
ps U alice | grep rmid 
ps U alice | grep java 
 
If the commands generate a list of ‘rmid’ and ‘java’ processes then it 
means that JavaSpaces server is up and running. 

 
b. To check if Resource Broker and Authentication Server are running, login to 

compute-0-28 node and execute the following commands: 
 
ps U alice | grep alice-broker-server 
ps U alice | grep alice-authentication-server 
 
The process list should contain ‘alice-broker-server’ and ‘alice-
authentication-server’ processes. 
 

c. To check if Task Farm Manager is running, login to compute-0-18 node and 
execute the following command: 

 
ps U alice | grep alice-producer 
 
If the output contains the ‘alice-producer’ process, then the Task Farm 
manager is up and running. 
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http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~teoym/alice.htm
https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/cf/tembusu/index.html
http://www.myrinet.com/
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2. Modify the ALiCE configuration file to point to the correct location of the 
JavaSpaces server. The ALiCE configuration file must contain the following line: 

 
JINI://compute-0-22/JavaSpaces 
 

 
3. Users need to start Producers and Consumers. There are two methods for starting 

these components: via command-line arguments or using ALiCE GUI. 
 

Start up the required number of producers. To start a Producer, login to a 
compute node and execute the following command.  

 
./bin/alice-producer config.dat data/cdf/java_p.cdf  0 (java_p.cdf is 
the cdf file for interactive applications) 
  

OR 
  
./bin/alice-producer config.dat data/cdf/javabatch_p.cdf  0 
(javabatch_p.cdf is the cdf file for batch applications) 
  

OR 
  
./bin/alice-gui config.dat (Choose the appropriate cdf file depending 
on the type of application) 

 
Repeat the same step on another node to start a new producer.  

 
 
4. To submit jobs, start up the consumer using the following command: 
 

./bin/alice-consumer config.dat <application-adf file> 0 (For 
interactive applications) 

 
OR 
 

./bin/alice-batchjava-consumer config.dat 0 submit <application-adf> 
<ticket-file> (For submitting batch applications) 

 
./bin/alice-batchjava-consumer config.dat 0 collect <ticket-file> 
(For collecting results of batch applications) 

 
OR 
 

./bin/alice-gui config.dat (Choose the appropriate adf file of the 
application and specify the ticket file name) 

 
 
NOTE: Ticket file name must have a ‘.ticket’ extension 

 


